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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the accuracy of the
AN/SRN-9, Navigation Satellite System. The data f,-)r this evaluation
was taken udder at-sea environmental conditions on the USNS VANGUARD
during the period 26 through 29 September 1969 while conducting
navigation tests within the LORAC B network in the vicinity of Grand
Bahama Island. Ille data that was collected consisted of GEOS B/C Band
radar, AN/SRN-9, SINS position, and LORAC position Fixes.
The LORAC position fixes were used for position reference, with
which to compare the AN /SRN-9 position fixes. The accuracy of the ship's
position determined by using LORAC is assumed to be + 0.01 nautical miles.
All data for both LORAC and the AN/SRN-9 (APT, Dattim) were referenced to
the Fisher ellipsoid.
The AN/SRN-9 is a radio receiving system designed to receive and to
decode transmissions from orbiting satellites that comprise the NAVY
Navigation Satellite System (NNSS). This system is capable of providing
accurate position fixes at frequent intervals (approximately every hour
and a half) without regard to the ship's geographic position on the earth's
surface or to environmental conditions.
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
The AN/SRN-9 equipment is manufactured by ITT in San Fernando,
California. It consists of four primary components viz. an antenna, a
receiver ) a frequency standard, and a thermal printer. Transmissions from
Navy Navigation Satellites are detected by the receiver and then are processed
by a UNIVAC 1230 to obtain a geographic position fix for resetting the (SINS
MK 3 MOD 5) inertial navigator. The output data from the AN/SRN-9 to be
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processed by the UNIVAC 1230 is obtained either from the thermal printer
or by a direct connection to the UNIVAC 1230 computer in the Central Data
Processing (CDP) room
Data reduction of the AN/SRN-9 output data is accomplished by the CDP
installed aboard the Apollo ship either by use of a "Stand Alone" computer
program or by a routine in the Apollo Ship's 'STANDBY' mode of computer
operation. The 'Stand Alone' computer program has a more sophisticated data
editing routine than does the program in the STANDBY mode, however, it can
only be used when the ship's operational computer programs are not in use.
As explained previously, the AN/SRN-9 has two data outputs viz. a
thermal printer and a direct cable connection to the UNIVAC 12:,0 computer.
Figure 1 illustrates these two methods for handling the AN/SRN-9 data. Both
the direct computer connection and the printer output tape provide identical
data and can be used independently. The two methods are differentiated
by the method for entry of the data into the computer and by the manner
in which the redundant data received during the satellite pass is edited.
With the computer link, both the data editing and entry of data are
accomplished as functions of the data reduction process for the AN/SRN-9.
Both of these functions are manual when the data is reduced by using the
output tape from the AN/SRN-9 thermal printer. In addition, velocity
information derived from either ship's course and speed or position at two
minute increments must be synthesized with the edited thermal printer data.
DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR A POSITION FIX
Twenty-seven data words for each even two-minute increment must flow
between the AN/SRN-9 receiver and the computer.* This data consists of
fixed and variable orbit parameters for the satellite and counts by the
receiver's data processing unit (DPU) for doppler cycles and refraction
„ SEE APPENDIX	
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cycles. A minimum of three sets of this data is required. In addition,
provision must be made to account during the satellite pass for the movement
of the ship from its estimated position. Aboard the Apollo ship, this
velocity is obtained either from the inertial navigatur or the MK 19/EM Log
combination. Tile foregoing data is th gin processed by the computer to calculate
for the geographic position of the slip.
ERROR SOURCES IN THE ANALYSTS OF AN RN-9 DATA
Errors considered when evaluating the data were:
1. Error in the LORAC reference positions. (assumed to be +0.01
nautical mile)
2. Error due to the distance between the LORAL antenna and the
AN/SRN-9 antenna. (approximately 60 feet or 0.01 nautical mile)
3. Navy Navigation Satellite System errors.
4. Errors related to ship's velocity.
5. Data handling errors.
6. Error caused by equipment malfunctions.
Of the error sources enumerated above, the first two were not considered
in the evaluation because of their small magnitude. Navy Navigation Satellite
System error cannot be controlled from aboard ship. It results from changes
in the satellite orbit from that predicted at the time of injection of the
orbital parameters into the satellite's memt-ry. It is estimated that this error
can reach a magnitude of 0.05 nautical miles. This error also is not considered
in this evaluation.
The most significant of the errors is due to ship's velocity. It is also,
an error that is difficult to measure and thus to provide compensation. The
I
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magnitude of any velocity error has a direct effect on the position fix
calculated by the computer that reduces the AN/SRN-9 data. Figure 2 is a
chart produced by John Hopkins University showing Longitude error due to
velocity North error in relation to the geometry of the satellite pass.
Figure 3 is a similar chart but showing Latitude error due to velocity EAST
error in relation to the geometry of the satellite pass. From examination of
these two figures it can be stated that velocity North error is the most
significant error.
Data handling errors are generally correctable and -are be defined as
those errors made:
1. in editing the thermal printer tape
2. in transcribing data on forms
3. in typing the data into the computer
4. by using incorrect computer loading procedures
5. by incorrect setting of the computers' sense switch options
6. by incorrect analysis of the AN/SRN-9 data calculated by the computer.
Each of the foregoing errors can be significantly reduced either by training
or automating the data handling functions.
Equipment malfunction errors are defined as:
1. Incorrect data handling by the computer and
2. Errors made by the AN/SRN-9 equipment.
This type of error is more difficult to locate but both the computer and
the AN/SRN-9 have d1a8 -mtic procedures which serve to locate malfunctions of
this nature.
Figure 4 is a tabulation of the foregoing error sources.
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Error sources considered in the analysis of AN/SRN-9 dar=a
Nominal accuracy (1 Sigma) of AN/SkN-9 under at sea conditions
is assumed to be between 0.1 to 0.2 nautical miles
Distance between
locations of LORAC
and AN/SRN-9 receiving
antenna
Navy Navigation
Satellite System
Magnitude	 Remarks
+ 0.01 n.m.	 Reference position is dependent oo
geographic position of LORAC
transmitting stations and LORAC
system errors. Assumed to be + 0.01
n.m, for this analysis.
0.01 n.m.	 Measured distance between antennae,
maximum	 however, magnitude of error effect
will vary dependent on ships heading
and azi.muth of satellite.
0.05 n.w.	 Error is due to inaccuracy in the
predicted satellite parameters that
are transmitted from the satellite
compared to the actual orbit of the
satellite.
Error Source
LORAC
Data handling errors
Equipment malfunction
No i ix or
inaccurate fix
of unknown
magnitude
No fix or
inaccurate fix
of unknown
magnitude
Operator errors
Equipment problem
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AWSRN-9 91iiPboard Position Fixes
a	 Sale -111uv	 Pash LOHAC position CDI'S 11osition 11r nter CDPS Position
Day '1 into Numlx• r I al IAng Uat	 IAng Lat IAMB	 Lat	 IA)ng ':Lat	 .' Lonx
2119 1434 30140 27 01.48 76' 25.17 27'	 9.56	 76	 24.79 +0.119 +0.39	 27"	 9.65	 76'	 26.29 +0.17	 -1.12
269 175h 30130 27' 6.7 M 76° 20.38 27	 6.71	 71:	 21.73 -0.07 -1.35	 27 ,	6.25	 76 1	20.03 -0.43	 •0.35
269 1946 311130 27 7.99 76' 22.33 27°	 7.95	 7 1	21 42 -0.113 +0.41	 27	 7.58	 76°	 22.30 -0.40	 +0.03
2119 2212 301 NO 27' 5.67 76 25.90 Diet not reduce to fix 27	 5.50	 76`	 26.08 -0.17	 -0.19
270 0000 30180 27 9.33 70, 20,26 27	 7.72
	
76 	 2 1 1.28 -0.61 -0.02	 Rid not reduce to fix
270 0748 30140 27' 4.64 76" 2h.Ili 27	 4.55	 76"	 35 20 -0.09 -7.04	 27	 4.60	 76'	 29.53 -OAA	 -1.37
270 033 1; 30140 27 9 74 76" 22.28 Did not reduce to fix 27	 11.70 76'	 19.75 +1.96	 +2.53
270 0454 30120 27 6.94 76' 22 13 Not Attempted 27	 7.10	 76`	 22.15 +0.16	 -0.02
270 0736 30130 27 0 7.74 75" 24.07 27`	 7.92	 76 	 '23.45 +O.Ok • 0.62
	
Not Attempted
270 1120 30180 27' 8.24 76° 33.34 Rid not redut- to fix
270 1301 301 NO 27 6.68 Ili' 22.88 Not Attempted 27	 9.15	 76'	 21.90 +2.47	 •0.98
270 1340 30140 27 6.78 76" 19.04 27'	 6.72
	
76"	 16.42 -0.06 -0.38	 Did not reduce to fix
270 1424 30120 27° 6.29 76' 11.99 Inuorrect Estimated Position 27'	 6.29	 76"	 12.47 -0.01	 -0.48
270 1528 30140 27' 7.26 76' 15.76 Did not reduce to fix Did not reduce to fix
270 1606 30120 27" 7.09 76` 20.56 Did not reduce to fix Did not reduce to fix
(270 2044 30130 27' 5.63 76" 27.90 See 270/2046 27"	 5.68	 76'	 29.70 +0.05
	 -1.90
(1270 2046 27' 5. CA 76' 27.99 27"	 5.12	 76"	 29.62 -0.52 -1.64	 See 270/2044
270 2310 30180 27 5.60 76" 4:1.27 27"	 5.60	 76'	 43 07 0.00 +0.20	 Did not reduce to fix
270 1856 30130 27 8.08 76' 21.42 Not Attempted Not attempted
f
27' 01;58 30140 27 0 6 41 76' 48.39 See 271/0100 27"	 5.84	 76'	 49 11 -0.57
	
-0.72
271 0100 27" 6.42 76' 48.28 27'	 6.44	 76"	 48.36 +0.02 -0.08	 See 271/0058
271 0209 30120 27' 6.86 76" 43.07 27'	 6.75	 76 0	4:3.54 -0.11 -0.47
	 27'	 7.67	 76`	 41.05 +0.81	 +2.02
271 0244 30140 27" 6.94 76' 38.42 27"	 6 72	 76'.	38.66 -0.24 -0.20	 27'	 7.91	 76'	 37.59 +0.97	 .0.83
271 0350 30120 27' 7.18 76' 30.40 27	 7.29	 76"	 30.43 +0.11 -0.03	 Not Attempted
271 0650 301311 27' 7.13 76" 18.38 Did not reduce to fix Not Attempted
( 271 0836 30130 Not Attempted Not Attempted
271 0838 Not Attempted Not Attempted
271 1028 30180 27' 7.62 76 0 18.61 27°	 40.84 77 0	19.81 +33.22 -G1	 10 27'	 7.65	 76'	 18.41 +0.03
	
+0.20
271 1320 30180 Not Attempted Not Attempted
271 1252 30140 27' 9.00 7fi' 25.87 27'	 9.90	 76'	 26.13 -0.10 -0.26	 Not Attempted
271 1326 Not Attempted Not Attempted
271 1516 30120 Not Attempted Not Attempted
271 1810 30130 27' 9.60 76' 19.44 27'	 7.94	 76"	 18.54 -0.71 -0.10	 Did not reduce to fix
271 1958 30130 27' 9.28 76` 23.79 Nnt Attempted Did not redw-e to fix
271 2222 30180 27' 7.12 76° 21.88 Not Attempted Did not reduce to fix
272 0942 280 41.45 78` 56.26 Not .Attempted 27`	 26.02 76'	 25.90 75.43
	 97.61
272 2054 30130 28' 15.28 79` 59.90 Not Attempted Not Attempted
272 1720 30130 28' 0.61 78" 59.8:3 Not Attempted Not Attempted
272 1606 30120 27 ' 55.61 76° 40.04 Not Attempted Not Attempted
272 0306 30120 27' 6.03 76' 20.x1 Not Attempted 27°	 6.01	 76 0	19.28 -0.02
	 +1.53
Figure 5 Shipboard Data Reductions.
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FINDINGS - SHIPBOARD RESULTS
At times, other navigation tests had priority over the data collection
for the AN/SRN-9 evaluation with the result that some data could not be
taker,. This loss of data did not have a significant effect on the evaUiation
of the AN/SRN-9.
The data received by the AN/SRN-9 was reduced by two methods while
at sea viz.
1. By utilizing the AN/SRN-9 computer output that connects directly
to the UNIVAC 1230 computer and
2. By editing the data output from the thermal printer and then
manually inputing this edited data into the UNIVAC 1230 for data reduction.
Velocity input for all satellite passes reduced aboard ship consisted of
a single course and speed inserted by the computer operator. Comparison
of the position fixes obtained by each of the foregoing data reduction methods
were then compared to the reference position obtained from the LORAC B network.
Figure 5 is a tabulation of these comparisons. The first two columns are the
Day Number and time (GMT) of the satellite position fix. Column three
identifies the particular (NNSS) satellite on which the fix is based. Columns
four and f^^.e are the LORAC reference position in Latitude and Longitude.
Columns six through nine are Latitude, Longitude, and the differences in
Latitude and Longitude in minutes referenced to the LORAC position for the
data reduction method that utilizes the direct link between the AN/SRN-9
receiver and the UNIVAC 1230. Column ten through thirteen provide the same
data as columns six through nine except that tl.-i comparisons are for the data
reduction method which utilizes the AN/SRN-9 thermal printer with a manual
input into the UNIVAC 1230 computer.
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IANALYSIS SHIPBOARD DATA REDUCTIONS
Seven of the satellite passes that were attempted utilizing the
direct link between the AN/SRN-9 and the i1NIVAC 1230 did not reduce to a fix.
Examination of the data revealed that this failure to reduce to a position
fix can be attributed to:
1. operator error in setting up the computer to receive the AN/SRN-9 data
2. a deficient program in which the computer operator was required to
guess correctly the exact number of two minute increments that would be received
during the satellite pass.
3. an equipment malfunctions as in satellite pass 271/1028 (reference
to a particular satellite pass dill be indicated by the day/time of the fix)
^r
	
where there were five discrepancies in data printed out on the high-speed-
s;
printer when compared to the data that wa3 printed by the thermal printer.
Compensation for the foregoing program deficiency was accomplished by assuming
that only three two minute intervals of data would be received. This, however,
does reduce the accuracy of the fix. The equipment malfunction that caused the
discrepancy in the data was not discovered. The thermal printer tape data was
assumed co be correct because it is repeated at t,,:o minute intervals throughout
the satellite pass.
The tabulation for the data reduced using data from the thermal printer
tape and manual insertion of the data into the UNIVAC 1230 also contains
satellite passes that did not reduce to a fix. This can be attributed to
either data editing errors or errors made by the operator in typing the data
into computer.
Calculated three sigma deviations in nautical miles of the satellite data
reductions for Latitude and Longitude are shown in figure 6.
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Lat.	 Long.
CDPS Link	 0.87	 4.81
Thermal Printer tape 	 2.52	 3.24
FIGURE 6
FINDINGS - POST MISSION DATA REDUCTIONS
Following the at sea data reductions, the thermal printer tapes for
all satellite passes taken were edited. The data was :
1. corrected for obvious errors in the data such as refraction
counts with large changes between successive two minute counts and
2. SINS or LORAC positions at two minute intervals were synthesized
into the data.
Then the edited data was reduced by the latest version of DBA Systems
'Stand Alone' computer program both with and without data editing of the
residuals. Figure 6 is a tabulation of this data. Columns one through
five are the same as described for figure 5. Column six is the source of the
two minute position inputs (velocity) for insertion into the computer program.
Column seven is the maximum elevation of the satellite as calculated by the
AN/SRN-9 data reduction program. Columns eight through eleven are the
Latitude and Longitude without automatic editing of the residuals of the
AN/SRN-9, fix, and delta latitude; and delta longitude referenced to the
LORAC position fix. Columns twelve through fifteen are the Latitude and
Longitude with automatic editing of the residuals of the AN/SRN-9 fix; and
delta latitude; and delta longitude referenced to the LORAC position fix.
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AN/SRN-9 Analyzed Data 2 Minute Ve:ocity Input
01,111 , 111 ON
	 -	
N(1 EIM'1 14th(III)N -Al'T1) VINT
Satellite Pass 1.1)HAI' Pnrlunn 1'nnt:oa
(la1 lime Nuollwr lu I•'hf In(sll Iaevatlnn Iat I.nyl Iat I.Iryt Itl Inry1 I419 L"18
1434 3111111 27 14,401 71.	 2.,. 17 SINn 11.2 27 a./3 7 1 .	 24.71 11.17 •11.11' 2T' 11.33 11' 25.9111 -0.05 •11,119
9 1734 30130 27' /011 76	 20.31, SINS 21.4 27 6,85 76	 20, ,1, 0.1,7 41.10 27' 6,05 T6	 291.524 •0.07 -0 20
21,9 1911 301311 21 7.911 71	 22.33 S1 NS 44.1. 27' 7.911 27	 22.3 11 - 91.011 491.115 27° 7.911 76` 22.211 -0.1111 -11.05	 (2)
21,9 2212 301110 /7 5.117 70 ` 25.9 1 111 NS 21.1 27° 5.33 7 1 .	 26.05 -	 0.32 11.15 17 3.@.4 10" 2:1.99 -0.03 -0.69
270 1)()i111 301441 1`11.1 rwl	 It.-duce , to fix (I I
2741 01414 30110 27' 4.14 7/	 211,1 , , SINS 41./ 27 1.73 7 1 ,	 27.11 • 03)9 •11.34. 27 1. 5.1 71,	 17.!11. -11,09 ♦11.20
270 033,, 30140 27 9.74 7/	 22.2- SINS 9.7 27 9.73 1 , •	 21 r1 41.01 •0.4.2 27 196,296 7,,	 22.30 •0,44, -0.02	 121
270 0 111 30120 27 1.91 T/	 22.13 LUHAC 1,.7 27 1.95 7/	 22. 20 41.961 - 1,0 27 ` 6.95 22.20 • 0.01 -0.07
270 0731, 30130 27 7.71 T6	 14.917 SINS 32.3 27 7.17 76`	 23. 1 17 - 41.07 •11.10 27 7.15 TI	 24. 1 4 -0.09 •0.04
270 1120 30111(1 '!T 0.24 76	 33.31 14 1 %S 72.4 27° 16,919 71	 31.91 -	 11,1 5 -11.57 27 P.07 71	 33.14 -0.17 -0,30
270 13M 3411"0 27 6.64 7/	 22. 1,01 I.11RAC 9.1, 27 °.'.12.I" 2.04 •0.70 27° 01.72 76	 22.18 •2.44 •0.70	 151
270 17141 341110 27 r,,7, n,	 IN.(,I 14INS 791,• 27 1, .75 71	 1 • , 0 1 -	 0.113 •0.03 27' ... 75 Tr,	 1-,01 -0.413 •0.03
2791 1424 :111120 27 1.29 7,•	 11	 'IO SINS 42.7 2T 1..31 71'	 10.13 91.2' • 1.31 21' 0.24 7 1 .	 I1.NN -0.05 •0.11
270 1,;211 311110 24. 7.21 T/	 17.71, SINS 13.0 27 7.12 7 1 ,	 1105 -	 41.11 -11.29 17 T 12 71` 11.05 -0.14 -11.29	 (31
270 111", 3111211 27 7.119 7,	 201-1 • 1 4 HIAC 22.3 27 7.73 7•.	 19.17 11,1.1 •1.1111 27 7.73 76	 19,47 •0,66 • 1.419	 (2,31
2711 21111 :1111:111 27 ,3 7,,	 27.-11 '41 NS I1.• 27 .At T/	27. • 5 11.1♦ -11.115 27 ,,73 76	 27.74 •11.10 •11.111,
2791 :'310 :1411 .0 27 :1 .10 T'•	 Cl. 27 ♦NL'ti 117..1 27 5.13 D.	 1!. . -	 0.13 •0.39 27 3.:17 7'.	 43.03 -0.03 •0.24
211 1 "31 1 3111:111 27 -.II" 7 , -	 21. 12 1 f lRAC 71.2 24- 29.',3 71	 311.30 -3 N .53 -1,,04" 27 7.!1. 71,	 21..x1 -0.111 -11.12
271 0(171, 30110 27 1..41 71,	 1 • .:19 LIMA(' 31.9 27 1.31, 11	1.•12 - 0.115 -0,03 27 1.34 7 6 ,	 IN.42 -0.07 -11.03
270 02011 301.1 0 27 1. 10, 11,	 13.07 I MAC 31.3 27 ,•.92 D.	 43.13 41.01, - 1.0. 27 ,,.92 1	 W.15 •11,411 -0.41s
271 0244 3961111 27 1,.91 71	 (1•.12 I MAC 29.3 2T 1.92 71	 3 • .1, - 96.412 -1).41:1 27 ..02 7,,	 311.45 -0.112 -91.913
271 11331, 30120 27 7.1- TI	 :1 4 1.1 41 I	 Ht %C 21.1. 27 7.211 71	 311 .1(1 11.02 -41,413 27 7.20 7/	 30.43 • 91.412 -0.03
271 111311 311130 Ill	 27 7.13 7/	 114.3• 1 , M %C 11.3 '27 7.24, 71	 111,29 -	 11.117 •0.419 17 7.12 74.	 I N,311 -11.01 0,00
271 11x36 311130 Al	 27 7.37 71	 21.1 . Lt MAC 11.0 27 1 ..33 11,	20.35 -	 0.1,2 '11.13 27 7.3 1 1 7,,	 21.27 -0.07 -41.09	 (4)
271 014314 31113:1 27 7.3 1 , 71	 21.:15, 1. , )HAC 11.11 27 7.113 71	 211.77 -	 11.33 •11,5. 27 ' . 37 7,,	 21.45 •0.111 -0.10
L71 1 1 1 .211 3n1Kit 27 7.1,2 71,	 1-,1,1 SINS 31.7 27 7.51 D.	 1 • .31 - 41,41. -1).23 27° :.39 11	 1".414 -0.413 .0.13
271 11291 301110 27 141.07 7/	 22.71 I.fAJAC 21.9 27- 9.11! TI	21. •7 - 0,21 •41.1,9 27 9,41 71	 21.87 -0.26 •11.87
271 1232 311140 27 !1,(NI 7 1	25.1-7 1,4HIAI 27.4 27' N.NI 71.	 23. •• -	 11.19 -11.111 27' 9.00 71	 25. N7 -(1.19 -0.^'t
271 1326 Did not ftedure to fix 01
271 1516 30120 27 .,.33 76	 211.39 I OICAC 13.3 27' 3.27 TI	 211.21 -	 to. 41 •11.13 27 5.23 7,.	 20.15 -0.12 •0,24
211 I140 3,11311 27 1 4.60 7,.	 11,,14 SINS 31.1 27' N.47 76° 111,45 -	 11.13 -11.111 27 1,,41i 76	 1N.51 -0.14 -0.07	 (21
271 19511 3013 4 1 27 9.21, 7 1 ,	 23.79 SINS 31.2 27 9.41 76	 13. •7 • 0.1N -11.04 27 9.0 70" 23.87 •0.1N -0.08
271 2222 3011111 27 7.42 76	 21. 1,11 L(1RM 31.1 27 7.43 7 1 ,° 21.92 0.01 -11.44 27° 7.43 76' 21.92 •0.911 -0.04
272 0942 2N' 41.45 7 11	 56.21 Did not HA-duce to fix (11
272 2054 341130 28' 15 2S 79	 59.!141 II IHAI' 11.0 2- 15.11 •11 MOW 41.13 -0.10 28' 15.41 80° x1.00 .0.13 -0.10
272 1720 311131) is 0.61 7 11	 59."3 I.(1HAC 11.4 29 0.03 79	 0.311 0.53 -11.55 211° 0.03 TY	 0.38 .0.511 0.55	 (3)
272 1001. 30120 27' 55.61 711° 40.04 D MAC 25.1 27° 35.74 7N° 40.22 41.73 -0.101 27° 55.74 78" 40.22 •0.13 -0.18	 (2)
272 0306 30120 27" 1.03 7r. 20.111 LOHAC 67.0 27 1.05 11	 20.90 0.02 -0,09 27' 5.99 76 ` 20.93 -0.04 •0.12
Notes
(I ) [lid not reduce to a (xlsition fix
(2, Adp in turn during pass
(3) Lass of data at mid-pass
(4) Before injection results for 271,0838
(5) RMS of r,• sufusls excessively h18h
Figure 7 DBA Systems Data Reduction
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AN/SRN-9 Analyzed Data Single DR Velocity Input
KIN , JI,F'. DN VELOCITY INPt1T
1
r
Satellite Pus	 11INAC Poall4 -.n	 14r1hnn :'. W4IION - NI) EFXT Pont! 114)N AUTI) EDIT
I4y T(mc Numlmr	 I at I aryt	 Input Elevation I at I mw Lat Inlw Lat long •. Lat low
261 1454 30144,	 27 01.40 7h	 25.17	 UR 1'1 (4T 46.2 27' 11.0-4 76' 25.50 .11.40 -017 27" 01.014 76' 2S.SO •0.40 -0.33
21,9 1750 31113-1	 21' 6.701 76" 20.304 21.4 27' 6.72 7h' 20.53 -11.01 -0.15 27' 6.61; 76' 20.37 -0.12 •0.01
2 • ,9 194 6 , 3111311	 20' 7.91 1 TV 22.33 44.6 27' 7.811 7h" 21.77 -0.16 .0.56 27' 7.143 701" 21.91 -0.15 •0.42	 (21
21.9 2212 301110	 27` 5. 1 .7 701° 25 911 21.6 27` 3.47 71.	 21;.32 -0.20 40.42 27' 5.52 76' 26.20 -0.15 •0.30
2741 01100 3o110 Ind not Reduce to Fix (1)
270 M 4 h 3111411	 27 4. 1.4 76" 24.11 01.1, 27 1.39 Ili	 201.45 -0.415 -41.29 27" 4.59 76` 2 0 .10 -0.05 .0,06
27 0 033-, :141140	 27 9.74 71-' 22.2 01 !4.7 9.55 T6° 21.45 -11.19 •0.33 27 10.32 7G' 22.511 •0.77 -0.30	 12)
270 (.454 'tot 20	 27' 0.94 T/	 22.13 0.7 27' 7.04 76' 42.1!1 •11.10 -11,14; 27 7.14 Ili	 22.19 .0.10 -0.04.
270 075 1 , 34113-1	 27 7.71 11.'	 21.4-7	 i :.2.3 27' 7.72 76` 24.415 -0.411 .0.04 27" 7.72 71,` 24.03 -0.02 •0.04
270 11241 311160	 27 0.24 7..	 33.34 72.4 27 01.11 70 32.38 -0.13 •0.96 27' it. 1: 701° 32.67 •0.09 •0.67
274- 1304 30100	 27 6.1.11 76	 22.00	 Ii 9.1. 27
9.11 71,	 21.014 •2.43 •1.04 27' 9.11 76' 21.94 •2.43 •1.04	 (8)
270 1310 30140	 27' 6.701 71,14.114 10.14 27 1,.75 7 4 ;	 114.32 -0.03 -0.24 27' 14% 76- 18.29 -0.03 -0.25
270 1124 30120	 27 .. , 29 71.	 11.99	 I
I
12.7 27 1..11 70 15.:.2 •11.32 -3.53 '27' 1.31 701° 12.04 •0.02 •0.05
2741 1:.20 31110	 27' 7.21 71,	 1 -,.71.	 1 13.0 27 7.20 76' 15.03 -41.10, -0.07 27' 7.20 76' 15.83 -0,01 -0.07	 (3)
2741 11114, 301241	 27' 7.119 7 1 • 	241..1/,	 I 22.5 27' 7.114 7O' 19.19 •11.53 •0.%7 27` 7.14 701' 19.19 •0.55 •0.87	 (2.3i
270 2011 3-0130	 27 3.1•:1 7-- 11.04 27 A. 21, I..	 2 8 .22 •0,1.1 -0.42 27 - 5.73 71;` 27.84 •0.10 -0.04
270 23140 30140	 27 :1.im 1,	 43.27	 I 0.9 27 5. 7,9 11,	 13.1.* -11,01 -11,41 27' S.Iil) Ib' 43.37 0.110 -0.10
270 1143,, 30130	 27° %,(1. 71,	 21.42	 I 71..2 27 1 .93 74' 1.4.1.7 -0.13 •16.75 27' 5.15 7G° 29.10 -2.93 7.68	 (5)
271 tml5h 3001,10	 27' 1.,41 7,	 40.34 31.9 27` 1.2!1 7W 40,,1;1 -41.12 -0.22 27' 6.33 71i	 48.46 -11.116 -0.07
271 112418 30120	 27 1.,6,, 16	 13.07 I 34.3 27 1.84 71.' 43.24 -0.02 -41.17 27' 1.84 76' 13.08 0.02 -0.01
271 41214 :1111411	 21- 1,.94 71'511.42 24.:1 27' 1..h., 71° 30.52 -41.09 -0.10 27' 6.85 76'	 314.'-2 -0.09 -0.10
271 (135 4 ; 3o124-	 21' 1.Ih Ili'30.40 I 24.1 27 7.29 7 ,	 30.43 •41.11 -0.03 27° 7.29 76° 30.13 •0.11 -0.03
271 of.541 101241	 27' 7.13 7r,'	 Ih.34	 1 66.5 27 7.11 7011 Ih.53 -0.412 -11.15 27° 7.11 76' 18.53 -0.02 -0.15
271 411134, 27 7.37 71, -	21.1 01 14.0 27 1,.1.3 71.`	 19.30 -0.74 -1.At, 27' 7.10 71' 21.06 -0.27 .0.12	 (4)
271 4111.101 30130	 27 7.3 1 , 71" 21.35 14.0 27 1.811 16' 19.33 -0.5(, •202 27' 7.1G 76" 21.40 -0.20 -0.05
271 1020 301111	 27' 7.12 71	 1N.,1 37.7 27 7.1.0 71' 18.42 •0.102 •0.19 27' 7.10 76" 18.42 -0.02 •0.19
271 12_0 301010	 27' 10.07 74•	 2'2.71 2,.9 '27 141.34 76' 22.30 •0.24 •0.41 27' 10.34 7r,' 22.30 •0.24 •0.46
271 1252 3411411	 27' 9. H) 71,'	 25.17 27.-1 27' 8.91 7r'	 '11.01 -0.09 -0.21 27' 1.91 76' 21.08 -0.09 -0.21
271 1321 27 1:.71 Ili `	2:1.'- 2 Nd not Iltduce to Fix 11)
271 1511 3012-1	 27' i..35 714' 211.39 ,3.5 27 .,.19 71' 21.0 % -0,11 -0.1.9 27' 5.19 76'" 21.08 -0.11; -0.69
271 11111 30130	 27 It. GO TG' 114.44 31.21 21' 8.47 74,	 11.07 -0.13 •0.37 27' 4.47 76'	 18.07 -0.13 •0.37	 (2)
271 19501 30130	 27' 9.21 Ili * 23.79 31.2 27° 9.37 76' 22.91 .0.09 •0.88 27' 9.37 76' 22 41 •0.09 •0.88
271 2222 3111010	 27' 7.42 16° 21. 04% 31.1 27 7.42 76` 21.44 400 -0.07 27' 7.42 701' 21.h9 0.00 -0.01
272 0942 Ind not RtAuce to Fix (1)
272 2054 30130	 20" 15.28 79' 59.94, 11.0 201" 15.73 111'	 11.02 •0.45 -0.12 27' 15.73 80'	 0.02 •0.45 -0.12
272 1720 30130	 201 0.61 7h	 -19. 143 1.4 27' 59,98 T9'	 0.50 -0.13 -0.67 27' 59.98 79°	 0.50 -0.63 -0.67	 (3)
202 1106 30120	 27' 55.11 78" 40.04 25.1 27' 56.00 7N' 39.94 -0.39 .0.10 27' 56.00 78" 39.94 •0.39 •0.10	 (2)
272 03M. 30120	 27" 1.03 78' 20.91 17.1 27' 1.04 76' 20.52 •0.01 -0.29 27' 6.04 7G' 2u.52 •0.0: •0.29
w \nMs
(1 )	 Did 1wt miucc to positlnn fix
(2)
	
`flip in turn 18 ring pals
•
(3)	 Loss of data at Mid -1'ass
(4)
	
Before in)ectmn results for 271 0838
(5)	 Manual Edit 27	 1.02	 76' 20.95
(61	 HMS of Residuals Excessively High
Figure 8 DBA Systems Data Reduction
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In addition to determining AN/SRN-9 position using SINS or LORAC
position at two minute intervals, the data was reduced using a single
course and speed for the entire satellite pass. This course and speed
was determined from plots of the ship's movement using either SINS or LORAC
positions. Thus these results should be similar to those results previously
obtained with positions inserted at even two minute periods. Figure 8 is a
tabulation of the resm.its. T::e columns are identical with those of the previous
figure except for the method of inserting the effect for ship's movement into
the computer program.
ANALYSIS - POST MISSION DATA REDUCTIONS
Examination of the position fixes with the most error revealed either
that a loss of data occured in the middle of the satellite pass or that the
RMS of the residuals was excessively high for the number of doppler counts
received. Satellite passes in which loss of data occured at mid-pass were
270/1528, 270/1606, and 272/1720. Satellite pass 270/1304 had an RMS of the
residuals of 4.6 meters with only three doppler counts. Generally an RMS of
residuals of less than a meter can be expected from such a satellite pass.
Because the foregoing satellite passes are considered faulty, they are not
included in the statistical population of the variates in the calculation for
the three sigma deviation.
Satellite passes 270/0000, 271/1326, and 272/0942 did not reduce to
a position fix. The cause for this failure is not known, however, it can be
assumed that some error occured in the collection or editing of the data.
Satellite pass 270/1856 did not reduce to a reasonable fix without data
editing of the residuals. Calculation of the three sigma deviation were made
a
du	
16
.	 both with this pass included in the population of variates and without it.
Calculated three sigma	 (3-r) of the satellite data reductions for
Latitude and Longtitude in nautical miles are shown in Figure 9.
LAT . LONG.
AN/SRN-9 "Losition Fixes
SINS/LORAC Position Inputs At Two Minute
Intervals
Without Editing 20.76 4.46
Without Editing 0.51 1.01
Less Pass 270/1856
Automatic Editing 0.39 0.54
DR Input for Entire Pass
Without Editing 0.69 41.85
Without Editing 0.69 0.74
Automatic Editing 1.71 3.83
Automatic Editing 0.63 0.84
Less Pass 270/1856
..
Three Sigma Deviations in nautical miles
F figure 9
i.
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EFFECT OF SHIPS' TURN ON POSITION FIX ACCURACY
Five satellite passes were received while the ship was turning.
A LORAC plot of ship's position at one minute intervals was used to
determine an average course and speed for the ship. From the data in
figure 7 for AN/SRN-9 positions with automatic editing, three sigma
deviations for the five passes were calculated at 1.11 nautical miles in
Latitude and 1.05 nautical miles in Longitude. Although the sample size is
small, the effect of the turn is demonstrated by comparing the foregoing
three sigma deviations to the three sigma deviations for twenty-nine
satellite passes of 0.63 nautical miles in Latitude and 0.84 nautical miles
in Longitude.
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CONCLUSION
Conclusions reiative to the accurac y
 and performance of the
AN/SRN-9 Navigation Satellite System are as follows:
1. The A1V/SRN-9 "STAND ALONE" computer program with two minute SINS
position input and with the automatic editing feature does meet the accuracy
requirements for SPAMS. Three sigma deviation for Latitude and %ongitude for
twenty nine satellite passes using synthesized data were calculated at 0.39
and 0.54 nautical miles respectively.
2. Erratic refraction counts are bei-ig printed out both in the thermal
printer data associated with the AN/SRN-9 equipment and in the high speed
printer associated with the UNIVAC 1230 computer. Normally, the refraction
counts for cacti two minute period can he expected to follow a sinusoidal curve,
however, in the data analyzed there were frequent excursions of over a thousand
cycles in refraction count when compared to the refraction count for the
previous two minute period. This is indicative of a malfunction in the digital
processing unit (DPU) of the AN/SRN-9 receiver.
3. The AN/SRN-9 computer program presently implemented in the "STAND BY"
mode needs to be improved. The shipboard results for this program and method
of implementation are shown in figure S. The three sigma deviations for this
data were calculated to be 0.87 nautical miles in Latitude and 4.81 nautical
miles in Longitude for the method by which the data is processed entirely by
the 11NTVAC 1230 computer. These results are indicative of the need for a more
refined AN/SRN-9 data reduction program as a routine in the STAND BY mode
operation program.
4. Analysis of computed data is required to obtain accurate AN/SRN-9
position fixes. Fixes either where data i. lost during mid-pass or where the
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RMS of the residuals is excessively high for the number of doppler counts
generally are inaccurate and should not be used.
S. Training of personnel in the collection and analysis of the
AN/SRN-9 data is required if the AN/SRN-9 is to provide position fixes to
the required accuracy.
6. While other error sources such as geodial height, refraction, and
NNSS errors have an effect, error in the determination of velocity has the
most effect on the accuracy of an AN/SRN-9 position fix.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The AN/SRN-9 data reduction programs should be modified to make
use of MLK19/EM Log dead-reckoned position data at two minute intervals.
This is required because, when a malfunction to the SINS occurs or when
the SINS is in the Theta 'D' calibration mode of operation, correct
position data at two minute intervals is not available for use by the
AN/SRN-9 data reduction programs.
2. The "Stand Alone" data reduction program with the automatic data
editing feature should be incorporated into the "STAND BY" (Navigation: mode) of
computer operation. The present method of using this "STAND ALONE" program
requires the computer to be reprogrammed in order to obtain a fix. When on
mission status, the hourly reprogramming may not be possible.
3. An at sea test should be conducted to evaluate the modifications that
have been made to the AN/SRN-9 data reduction program since the time of the
at sea evaluation for which this report was written.
4. Additional training in the collection and anaylsis of AN /SRN-9 data is
required in order to obtain position fixes to the accuracy that this navigation
system is capable.
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APPENDIX
The twenty seven word message provided by the AN/SRN-9 receiver
consists or twenty five words defining the orbit of the satellite, one
word for the doppler count, and one word for the correction due to refraction.
Each of these words are enumerated with their symbol, definition, format, and
units as follows:
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
(1)
SYMBOL
	
DEFINITION	 FORMA:
Doppler Count	 XXXXXXX
Refraction Count	 XXXX
Variable parameters	 (2)
t 	
time of satellite perigee (GMT)
	 `tXXX.XXXXY
n	 mean motion of satellite	 Y.XXXXX)M
(1 0 argument of perigee at tp YXXX.XXXXY
c^ precision rate of perigee Y.XXXXXXXY
E eccentricity YX.XXXXXXY
A 0 mean semi-major axis YXXXX.XXY
right ascension of ascending node YXXX.XXXXY
precision rate of node X.XXXXXXXY
C. cosine of inclination SX.XXXXXXY
A c longitude of Greenwich at tp Y)M.XXXXY
Unused
t i predicted time of satellite XXXX.XXXXY
injection
S . sine of ;nclination YX.X)LX=
Unused
Unused
Unused
Unused
WORD
1
2
3 to 10
11
12
23
24
25
26
27
UNITS
cycles
cycles
minutes
Degrees/minute
minus three
degrees
degrees/minute
none
kilometers
degrees
degrees/minute
none
degrees
minutes
none
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NOTES
(l) Code X represents BID - X3 Character of Data
Code Y represents BCD - X3 Character of Unused Data
Code S represents BCD - X3 Character of Sign
(2) Format and interpretation of variable parameters is.
S S X X	 X	 X	 X X X X X
1 2 3 4	 S	 A	 7	 B 9 10 11
A B C	 D E r
A Sign of AE k
B Sign of AA k
C tk designates number of even two minute period following hour/or half hour
D	 L1Ek O.OXXX degrees
E	 AA 
k 
	
X.XX kilometers
F	 one digit of ']k
Le k Incremental eccentric anomaly
A A I, Incremental length of semi-major axis of orbit ellipse
4
T) k incremental out-of-plane component of satellite
k digit (ml
received
0 0
1 -4
2 -3
3 -2
4 -1
5 +0
E
23
6	 +1
7	 +2
8	 +3
9	 +4
The variable memory quantity Tj the out-of-plane orbit component,
is assigned to the ninth digit in each variable memory word. Since the desired
magnitude of N is 0.M kilometers it is partitioned in the following manner.
Each variable parameter word whose fiducial (GMT) time(in minutes) is devisable
by 4, carries the most significant decimal digit of 77 (m) . The next
variable parameter words contain the least significant decimal digit
of 71 , defined as -r,, (1)	 77 (m ) and '1 	 can be combined to yield 7q for
the fiducial time.
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